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Andreas Dufter and Elisabeth Stark

1 Introduction

Abstract: This chapter seeks to situate the contents of the volume within the larger
context of comparative Romance linguistics, and with respect to cross-linguistic and
theory-driven investigations into morphosyntax and syntax at large. To this end, the
chapter will survey a selection of comparative Romance reference works and venture
some remarks about Romance linguistics as a discipline. It will then take stock of
some basic notions and widely accepted tenets of syntax and morphosyntax, before
providing an overview of the structure and the contents of the volume. Finally, a
number of acknowledgements will be made.

Keywords: Romance linguistics, syntax, morphosyntax, syntactic categories, syntac-
tic relations, constituency, dependency, null subject parameter, left periphery, gram-
maticalization

1 Comparative Romance morphosyntax and syntax:

remarks on the development of a discipline

Romance languages and dialects are obviously related, yet differ from each other in
a plethora of ways. In the transition from Late Latin to the medieval varieties
dubbed volgari or romances, linguistic change set these emerging Romance vernacu-
lars apart from Latin, and yielded significant diversification within the Romance-
speaking territories. This diachronic development has come to be known as Ausglie-
derung ‘fragmentation’ since Walther von Wartburg’s seminal study (Wartburg
1936). It affected not only phonology and the lexicon, but also, and perhaps most
interestingly, “core” aspects of grammatical systems, and in particular morphosyn-
tax and syntax. Ever since their earliest attestations, the varieties of Romance have
demonstrably continued to evolve, and grammatical change has been ongoing and
fostered grammatical variation. Of course, geographical and social differentiation
may not come as a surprise in languages boasting large communities of speakers on
different continents, such as Spanish, Portuguese and French. However, morphosyn-
tactic and syntactic variation is equally pervasive in Italian and Romanian, and in
regional languages such as Catalan and Sardinian, to give but two examples. At the
same time, variation has traditionally been frowned upon by prescriptive grammar-
ians and other language observers. At least since the early modern period, and in
particular since the invention of the printing press, processes of standardization
have been operative. Typically at least, the protagonists of standardization aimed at
reducing variability in grammar, prescribing “correct” variants and condemning all
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others. Nonetheless, the outcome of standardization has never been complete homo-
geneity. Rather, the situation of Romance languages in modern times is character-
ized by a co-existence of standard varieties, local and regional vernaculars, and
emergent regional standard varieties, such as Regional Southern French. The impli-
cations for comparative Romance linguistics are clear enough: Ideally at least, it
needs to investigate both variation between the individual Romance languages, i.  e.,
cross-linguistic or “macro”-variation, and variation within individual Romance lan-
guages, i. e., regional (“diatopic”) and socio-stylistic (“diastratic” and “diaphasic”)
“micro”-variation.

Such comprehensive coverage of variation certainly constitutes a daunting task
for a handbook on comparative Romance linguistics. Back in the nineteenth century,
the founding fathers of the discipline already needed several hundred pages of text
for their reference works, at a time when systematic dialectological investigations
were in their infancy, and other types of micro-variation barely taken into considera-
tion: Friedrich Diez published his famous Grammatik der romanischen Sprachen
(1836–1839) in three volumes, focusing on Italian, Romanian, Spanish, Portuguese,
French and Occitan. Some fifty years later, Wilhelm Meyer-Lübke presented another
four-volume Grammatik der romanischen Sprachen (1890–1902). Meyer-Lübke’s gram-
mar provides an admirably clear and informative account which reflected the theore-
tical advances of historical and comparative linguistics in the wake of the Neogram-
marians (see also Swiggers 2014).

The twentieth century, by contrast, is largely characterized by a relative scarcity
of reference works devoted to the Romance language family as a whole. Mention
should be made in this context of overviews such as Bourciez’s Éléments de linguis-
tique romane (51967, 11910), Lausberg’s Romanische Sprachwissenschaft (3 vol., 1956–
1962) or Robert A. Hall Jr.’s Comparative Romance Grammar (3 vol., 1974–1983). While
all these books offer structuralist accounts of phonology and morphology, they fail to
describe morphosyntax and syntax in a systematic fashion. Other standard refer-
ences, such as the widely cited volume The Romance Languages (Harris/Vincent
1988), provide a collection of portraits of individual languages rather than a pan-
Romance perspective on the similarities and differences in their grammatical organi-
zation. To be fair, it must be acknowledged that a significant number of monographs
and collected volumes on specific topics of comparative Romance grammar have been
published since Lausberg’s and Hall’s times.1 All these publications attest to the
fertility of investigating close linguistic relatives. Many of them offer fresh data and
original analyses, often with important implications for grammatical theory at large.

1 See, among others, the monographs by Thun (1986), Wanner (1987), Zanuttini (1997), Squartini
(1998), Mensching (2000), Cruschina (2011), and Manzini/Savoia (2011), and volumes edited by Dah-

men et al. (1998), Hulk/Pollock (2001), Stark/Wandruszka (2003), Kaiser (2005), Remberger/Mensching
(2008), Stark/Schmidt-Riese/Stoll (2008), Dufter/Jacob (2009; 2011), and De Cesare/Garassino (2016).
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However, it would probably be misguided to try and consult these volumes as
introductory surveys of some subfield of the discipline.

At the same time, grammars of individual Romance languages and language
varieties abound (see Dufter 2010 for a short overview of synchronic descriptive
grammars in the Romania, and Seilheimer 2014 for historical grammars). As is to be
expected, these grammars differ considerably in their theoretical ambition, empirical
scope, and target audience. Some of them put a strong focus on syntactic theory, often
within the generative framework,2 whereas other authoritative grammars, albeit theo-
retically informed, may be more easily accessible to a larger readership.3

Against the backdrop of such increasing specialization, and an ever-increasing
diversity of theoretical backgrounds and research agendas, an uneasy feeling was
gaining ground that Romance linguistics as a discipline might be threatened by
fragmentation (see contributions to Dahmen et al. 2006). This is, however, but one of
the reasons why the encyclopedic Lexikon der Romanistischen Linguistik (LRL, 8 vol.,
1988–2005), edited by Günter Holtus, Michael Metzeltin and Christian Schmitt, may
well be considered a landmark publication: As a timely state-of-the-art reference
work, it has offered orientation and guidance to a whole generation of scholars
interested in Romance languages and dialects, from both synchronic and diachronic
vantage points. As far as comparative Romance morphosyntax and syntax are con-
cerned, the LRL boasts two chapters (Oesterreicher 1996a,b), which offer an informed,
accessible and admirably comprehensive overview in only 83 pages of text. More
generally, the LRL has also served to update the field as a discipline, to reaffirm its
aims and scope, and to reinstate the importance of studying “minor” varieties such as
Astur-Leonese, Corsican or Friulian. No less than seventeen Romance languages are
recognized by the LRL and described, albeit with varying degrees of precision, one by
one. As a consequence, four of the eight volumes are devoted to the presentation of
individual languages (and their dialects), while only three adopt more general linguis-
tic and comparative perspectives (and volume 8 comprises a number of indices). The
languages of publication are German and the major Romance languages, a fact which

2 See, in particular, the influential monographs by Kayne (1975), Jones (1996) and Rowlett (2007) on

French, Rizzi (1982), Burzio (1986), Cinque (1995) and Samek-Lodovici (2015) on Italian, Jones (1993) on
Sardinian, Zagona (2002) on Spanish, Gupton (2014) on Galician, Costa (2004) on European Portu-
guese, and Dobrovie-Sorin (1993) and Dobrovie-Sorin/Giurgea (2013) on Romanian.

3 For academic purposes, key references include Wilmet (52010), Riegel/Pellat/Rioul (52014) and
Grevisse (162016) for French, Renzi/Salvi/Cardinaletti (1988–1995) and Serianni (1988) for Italian,
Fernández Ramírez (1951; 1985–1987), Bosque/Demonte (1999) and RAE/ASALE (2009) for Spanish,
Castilho (2010), Raposo et al. (2013) and Cunha/Cintra (62014) for Portuguese, Álvarez/Xove (2002) for

Galician, Wheeler/Yates/Dols (1999) and Solà Cortassa et al. (2002) for Catalan, and Guţu Romalo
(2005) and Pană Dindelegan (2013) for Romanian. In addition, there is a wealth of grammars written to
fit the practical needs of language teaching, in particular second language learning. For reasons of

space, we will onlymentionMosegaard Hansen (2016) for French, Maiden/Robustelli (2000) for Italian,
Butt/Benjamin (52011) for Spanish, and Hutchinson/Lloyd (22003) for Portuguese.
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regrettably might have hindered somewhat the accessibility of the LRL in linguistics
at large.

For historical Romance linguistics, the three-volume handbook Romanische
Sprachgeschichte (RSG, Ernst et al. 2003–2008), published by De Gruyter, offers an
impressive array of chapters, with a strong focus on external aspects of language use
and language standardization in a historical perspective. Several of the chapters are
devoted to the Romance language family as a whole, a few in volume 3 also address
morphosyntactic and syntactic questions, though never in a comparative perspective.
And, again, a majority of articles are written in German, the rest in either French,
Italian, or Spanish.

For those who do not read all of these languages, the two volumes of the Cam-
bridge History of the Romance Languages (Maiden/Smith/Ledgeway 2011/2013) may
come in handy. This reference work adopts a comparative, pan-Romance perspective
in all chapters. It thereby succeeds in providing an up-to-date survey of the field, not
least so in its chapters on morphosyntactic and syntactic change, and persistence.

Finally, the most recent addition to the list of reference works is the Oxford Guide
to the Romance Languages (Ledgeway/Maiden 2016). In one single large volume, this
handbook contains chapters on individual Romance language varieties as well as
comparative overviews, several of them pertaining to the domains of morphosyntax
and syntax.

All in all, then, one might very well assume that those seeking an accessible
overview of some key topics in Romance morphosyntax and syntax will manage to
find something in existing grammars, handbooks and, possibly, other published
sources. Why add yet another manual to the set of existing reference works?

To begin with, we strongly believe that Romance morphosyntax and syntax
deserve – at the very least – a handbook volume of their own, comprising some 930
pages and 24 chapters, as happens to be the case with the volume at hand. There are
probably many arguments to defend this point of view, but one of them is that over
the last decades, grammatical descriptions of Romance varieties, including historical
stages of the language and historical as well as present-day dialects, have had a
significant impact on (morpho)syntactic theory at large. Conversely, theoretical and
typological (morpho)syntax has inspired and guided new research into Romance
varieties. In-depth investigations of older language stages have deepened our under-
standing of the mechanisms of grammatical change.4 On a synchronic level, investi-
gations into the syntax of dialects and other “vernacular” varieties supposedly un-

4 Representative publications include Klausenburger (2000), Salvi (2004) and Ledgeway (2012) for

new theoretical perspectives on grammatical change from Latin into Romance, Arteaga (2013) on Old
French, Jensen (1986; 1990) on Old Occitan and Old French, Salvi/Renzi (2010), Benincà/Ledgeway/
Vincent (2014) and Poletto (2014) on Old Italian, Fischer (2010) on Old Catalan, Kato/Ordóñez (2016) on

the evolution of Latin American Spanish and Brazilian Portuguese, and Pană Dindelegan (2016) on Old
Romanian.
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affected by normative pressure have loomed large over the last few decades. This
seems to hold in particular for Italo-Romance, where research activities have been
vibrant, typically within the generative approach.5 In Europe, the Going Romance
conference series has become a prominent annual venue. In a similar vein, the
Linguistic Symposium on Romance Languages constitutes an established conference
series in North American academia in which issues pertaining to Romancemorphosyn-
tax and syntax have always enjoyed a prominent place. Such conferences are emble-
matic of the cross-fertilization of grammatical theory, new descriptive accounts of
Romance varieties, and new methods of data collection, including sociolinguistic and
experimental ones. Both theGoing Romance and the Linguistic Symposium on Romance
Languages conferences regularly lead to publications of selected papers in edited
volumes, published by John Benjamins. While it is true that a significant number of
articles collected in these volumes concentrate on only one variety of Romance, the
very fact that the entire family of Romance languages and dialects is accepted as an
object of linguistic investigation may be taken as indicative of a shared interest in
maintaining Romance linguistics as a discipline. In addition, there are a number of
renowned journals such as Probus or Revue Romane which are exclusively devoted to
the linguistic study of all Romance language varieties. Conferences and academic
journals such as those mentioned have significantly promoted comparative investiga-
tions into Romance grammar, at a time when institutionalized academia would be
more likely to encourage compartmentalized research agendas. The time is thus ripe,
we would venture to say, to account for the results of this renewed interest, and for the
new insights gathered in recent research, in an accessible handbook format.

As linguists working in Romance departments, however, we sometimes feel that
there continues to exist something like a “cultural gap” between, on the one side,
theoretically minded linguists, of both formalist and functionalist persuasions, and,
on the other side, scholars trained in the time-honored philological traditions of
research into Romance languages and dialects. It may not be much of an overstate-
ment to say that for each side, there exist separate conferences, networks, book series
and journals. Given this, it is perhaps not coincidental that academic publishers such
as De Gruyter provide separate catalogs for linguistics and for Romance studies. As
editors, it was our ambition to compile a volume that would contribute towards
bridging this cultural gap. Therefore, we would be delighted if the volume were of
interest for both sides, and possibly for researchers working in neighboring fields. In
addition, our contention is that it should be of use not only for established scholars,
but also for younger researchers, including graduate and advanced undergraduate
students.

5 See, in particular, Poletto (1993; 2000) on Northern Italian dialects, Ledgeway (2009) on Old

Neapolitan, and Tortora (2003), Manzini/Savoia (2005) and D’Alessandro/Ledgeway/Roberts (2010) on
Italian dialects in general.
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We endeavor to suggest, then, that this Manual of Romance Morphosyntax and
Syntax is timely for a variety of reasons. From Diez’ Grammatik der romanischen
Sprachen to Ledgeway/Maiden’s Oxford Guide to the Romance Languages, reference
works need to cover much more than “just” morphosyntax and syntax. To the best of
our knowledge, these fields have never received exclusive attention in a single-
volume handbook. Even those whose own research interests lie outside the areas of
morphosyntax and syntax would probably admit that a total of 83 pages (Oesterrei-
cher 1996a,b) in a volume of several thousands of pages such as the Lexikon der
Romanistischen Linguistik is not a particularly fair share. While the Romanische
Sprachgeschichte and the Cambridge History of the Romance Languages arguably fare
somewhat better, they are by design limited to the historical dimension. Similarly, the
Oxford Guide to the Romance Languages dedicates only about a fourth of its chapters
to topics in Romance morphosyntax and syntax. In all likelihood, however, it is
limitations of space rather than a presumed scarcity of interesting issues which
preclude a more full-fledged presentation of these fields. As we said, those seeking
information about individual language varieties of Romance have at their disposal a
range of reference grammars, varying in their degree of theoretical sophistication and
in the quantity of empirical observations they present. However, for those in search of
overviews about cross-linguistic and cross-dialectal differences, and grammatical
features characterizing the Romance language family as a whole, the Manual of
Romance Morphosyntax and Syntax might be a welcome addition. It seeks to provide
both theoretically informed and empirically grounded surveys of topics which have
figured prominently in the field (see Sections 2 and 3). In addition to the “big five” in
Romance linguistics, Spanish, Portuguese, French, Italian and Romanian, many
chapters offer a variety of data from “smaller” languages, and from regional and local
dialects. In light of all this, it may not come as a surprise that this handbook is
somewhat hefty, probably more so than many other volumes within the Manuals of
Romance Linguistics book series. In order to be accessible to a wide readership, all
chapters are written in English. Furthermore, English glosses and/or translations of
examples from Romance language varieties are offered throughout. Albeit with var-
ious degrees of detail, glosses generally follow the Leipzig Glossing Rules (www.eva.
mpg.de/lingua/resources/glossing-rules.php). All authors were encouraged to avoid
framework-internal discussions, overly technical jargon, and abbreviations which
may not be familiar to a non-expert readership. In any event, the reader will find a list
of abbreviations used at the beginning of the volume, and an index of linguistic terms,
languages and dialects at the end. In the next section, we will introduce some
fundamental notions of syntax and morphosyntax, before giving an overview of the
structure and the contents of the volume in Section 3.

6 Andreas Dufter and Elisabeth Stark
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2 Syntax and morphosyntax: some basic notions

Both syntax and morphosyntax are ambiguous terms, designating, first, components
(or “levels” or “modules”) of linguistic organization and, second, those subdisciplines
of linguistics which investigate these levels. In line with standard assumptions about
the organization of language, we take syntax to be the component of linguistic
systems that defines the set of grammatical arrangements of words, and of certain
meaningful subparts of them such as inflectional morphemes. These words and
morphemes combine into larger units of grammar such as phrases, up to the level of
clauses and sentences. More specifically, syntax as a discipline investigates, first of
all, grouping relations (constituency) and ordering relations (linearization).

An insight dating back to antiquity is that words may profitably be categorized
into a small number of so-called word classes (also called “parts of speech”, echoing
the Latin term partes orationis, in much of the older tradition). Linguistic typology has
impressively shown that the inventory of word classes differs substantially across
languages, and some formal accounts of morphology such as Distributed Morphology
(Halle/Marantz 1993) even assume word classes to be syntactic products just like
phrases. Yet probably no one would deny that at least on a descriptive level, nouns
(N), verbs (V), adjectives (A) and possibly adverbs (Adv) may constitute fundamental
lexical categories in Romance and Germanic languages. To these, we may add
functional categories such as (at least some) prepositions (P), determiners (D), i. e.,
articles and their likes, and complementizers (C) such as Fr./Sp./Pt. que, It. che ‘that’
heading various types of subordinate clauses. Following Stowell (1981) and Williams
(1981), the expression of morphosyntactic features of verbs is categorized as Inflection
(I) or Tense (T), respectively. All lexical categories (N, V, A, Adv) and all functional
categories (D, P, C, I, T) project, i.  e., they can form the nuclei, or heads, of larger
syntactic units. These larger syntactic units are formed according to a small set of
abstract cross-categorial building principles, which became famous under the name
of X-bar Theory (see Lasnik/Lohndal 2013, 41–47 for a concise overview). Without
entering into details, we will only recall that those larger syntactic units which,
intuitively, appear to be relatively complete and autonomous, are referred to as
phrases. Phrasal categories, and their respective category symbols, are determined by
their heads: Nouns head noun phrases (or NPs, for short), verbs head verb phrases
(VPs), and so forth. A noun such as Fr. maison ‘house’, for example, can head a
complex noun phrase of the type grande maison de Pierre ‘big house of Pierre’, with
grande and de Pierre acting as adjectival and genitival modifiers of their head noun
(see ↗21 Adjectival and genitival modification). Nominal groups introduced by a
determiner, such as la grande maison de Pierre ‘Pierre’s big house’, lit. ‘the big house
of Pierre’ are categorized as determiner phrases (DPs) in languages in which the
presence of such a determiner before an NP is (near-)categorical in argument position
(see ↗20 Determination and quantification). Moving on from NPs, DPs and VPs to the
level of (simple) sentences, these have been analyzed as projections of their verbal
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inflection or, alternatively, of their tense features (IPs or TPs). Finally, subordinate
clauses such as que Pierre a une grande maison ‘that Pierre has a big house’ have been
argued to be headed by their subordinating complementizer, thereby forming comple-
mentizer phrases (CPs). Taken together, lexical and functional categories and their
projections constitute the set of syntactic categories of a language.

Many, if not most syntacticians would probably subscribe to the principle accord-
ing to which syntactic structure is strictly binary, i. e., every complex syntactic unit
contains exactly two immediate constituents. It needs to be acknowledged, though,
that binarity is not always self-evident, especially in cases of (symmetric) coordina-
tion such as Fr. Pierre et Marie ‘Pierre and Marie’ (see ↗18 Coordination and correla-
tives).

Besides syntactic categories, traditional as well as many contemporary versions
of syntactic theory make reference to a second set of notions, known as syntactic
functions or, in other work, as grammatical relations. Many of these notions are
familiar since primary school: subjects, objects, predicates and, possibly, adverbials
may well seem concepts so obvious to the average language user that, so one might
think, little needs to be said about them. On closer scrutiny, however, several issues
connected to the exact definition of syntactic functions, as well as to their theoretical
status and usefulness for language description, turn out to be anything but trivial (see
↗2 Subjects;↗3 Objects).

More generally, it can easily be shown that syntactic units which co-occur within
a larger syntactic constituent enter into different types of relationships. Perhaps the
most conspicuous type is dependency, a relation in which one unit renders obligatory
the presence of another unit within the larger syntactic context.

Other types may involve morphological categories with syntactic relevance, i.  e.,
so-calledmorphosyntactic relations. In this volume,morphosyntax is understoodnot as
the set union of morphology and syntax, but as the interface of grammar in which the
components of morphology and syntax interact. There are reasons to believe that
morphology constitutes a component of grammar in its own right, and not just a kind of
word-internal syntax, as some researchers have maintained (see Selkirk 1982). Simpli-
fying somewhat,wemay say thatmorphosyntax typicallymakes reference to categories
of inflectional morphology, such as person, number, gender, case, tense, aspect, and
mood. The flip side of this conception of morphosyntax is that word formation, includ-
ing compounding and derivation, does not fall within its purview, even if, at times, the
boundaries between compositional, derivational and inflectional morphology may
appear to be somewhat blurred (see Scalise 1988; Spencer 2000; Gisborne 2014).

A relationship encompassing the domains of inflectional morphology and syntax
is government, a concept going back to ancient grammarians and that aims to capture
the insight that certain features of grammatical form, such as case features, can be
unilaterally “imposed” by a co-constituent which in turn does not possess these
features. A related, but distinct, type of relationship is agreement. Syntactic units are
said to stand in a relationship of agreement when there is a systematic interdepen-

8 Andreas Dufter and Elisabeth Stark
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dence with respect to grammatical features shared by both units. The example in (1)
may serve as a simple illustration:

(1) Fr. Pierre a déjà pardonné à son voisin.
Pierre have.3SGSG already forgiven to his neighbor
‘Pierre has already forgiven his neighbor.’

In (1), the presence of à son voisin is rendered obligatory by the choice of the verb
pardonner ‘forgive’, since Pierre a déjà pardonné constitutes an incomplete, ungram-
matical sentence. À son voisin is therefore dependent upon the verb. More specifically,
this verb imposes that the constituent expressing who is being forgiven be introduced
by the preposition à. In other words, pardonner governs à-marking (arguably a kind of
syntactic dative marking) of the “sinner argument.” Finally, the finite auxiliary verb a
‘has’ is marked as third person singular, thereby agreeing in person and number with
the “forgiver argument” Pierre.6

Yet another relationship concept which has become influential, especially for the
study of dependency relations between verbs and their complements, is valency (Tes-
nière 1959; ↗4 Argument structure and argument structure alternations). While the
exact definition of valency may differ somewhat between different authors, it seems to
be commonly accepted that valency is a complex notion, which combines syntactic
dependency and government with semantic and pragmatic facets of interrelatedness
between a verb (or valency-bearing noun or adjective) and its dependent clause-mates.
The notion of valency has occupied center stage in a predominantly European-based
tradition ofDependencyGrammar (see contributions toÁgel et al. 2003/2006; see Perini
2015 for a recent book-length account based on data from Brazilian Portuguese).

By emphasizing the role of lexical information in clause structure, valency-based
approaches may also be assimilated to theories advocating a continuum between
grammar and the lexicon. This holds true in particular for a family of theories referred
to as Construction Grammar (see Hoffmann/Trousdale 2013). Here again, the exact
definition of what technically constitutes a construction varies between authors. In
any event, constructions are “conventionalized pairings between meaning and form”

(Goldberg 2006, 3), can be syntactically complex and display formal and/or semantic
and pragmatic properties which are not fully predictable on the basis of their compo-
nent parts alone. The identification of such constructions thus challenges, it has been
claimed, the principle of compositionality according to which the meaning of complex

6 To be sure, a more comprehensive analysis of (1) would need to recognize additional types of inter-

constituent relations, such as the interpretation of the possessive son as referring back to Pierre. This
type of relationships, known as binding, will not be addressed in this manual. Many scholars argue that
binding is not exclusively syntactic in nature, but an interface phenomenon, extending beyond syntax

into discourse semantics and pragmatics in complex ways. The interested reader is referred to Büring
(2005) and references cited therein.
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linguistic signs, and in particular complex syntactic units, can be systematically
computed from the meaning of the word forms it contains. By the same token,
constructions have been argued to constitute counter-evidence to any linguistic
framework which holds that the lexicon and the grammar of a language can be
separated into distinct modules. Instead, proponents of Construction Grammar, in one
form or another, maintain that the continuum between the lexicon and grammar in
language calls for a non-modular, holistic theory of linguistic systems.

Despite its initial attraction, Construction Grammar has not been exempt from
criticism either (see Adger 2013). To begin with, no commonly accepted operational
definition seems to exist of what exactly counts as a construction in a given language
and what does not. Second, while compositionality may indeed not hold in many
cases of complex word formation, the number of demonstrably non-compositional
constructions in syntax is perhaps less impressive than one might think. More often
than not, proponents of Construction Grammar resort to a modest number of set
examples from English, such as the famous case of let alone (Fillmore/Kay/O’Connor
1988).7 Third, even if there are good reasons to attribute the status of construction to a
given complex syntactic unit, this should be a starting point rather than an endpoint
for linguistic analysis. Adding a complex unit to the list of constructions does not
explain why this unit features just those idiosyncratic properties it features and not
others. Nonetheless, the concept of construction may indeed have diagnostic and
descriptive value, especially in cases of complex constructions which do appear to be
hard nuts for compositional analyses to crack, such as clefts and pseudo-clefts (see
↗15 Cleft constructions).

In one form or another, however, many of the contributions to this manual are
indebted to concepts of Generative Grammar. Since Chomsky’s seminal earlier pub-
lications (see, e.g., Chomsky 1957; 1965) to Government-Binding Theory (Chomsky
1981) and the Minimalist Program (Chomsky 1995), Generative Grammar has wit-
nessed an astonishing success in linguistics departments all over the globe, but also
given rise to much debate, and radical criticism, especially from linguists and psy-
chologists investigating the interplay of language and cognition. This is not the place
to engage in theoretical discussion about the architecture of grammar. In our opinion,
Generative Grammar has indeed provided a wealth of new insights into the structure
of Romance languages and dialects. All we can do here, given space limitations, is to
mention a few topics in which research conducted within the generative framework
has contributed towards a deeper understanding of syntax, and comparative Ro-
mance syntax in particular.

To begin with, much work has been done, before and after the advent of gen-
erative syntax, on unexpressed or “null” subjects in finite clauses. Their differential

7 Recently, however, Romance languages have gained ground in Construction Grammar; see Bou-
veret/Legallois (2012), Boas/Gonzálvez-García (2014), and several contributions to Yoon/Gries (2016).
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availability in Romance varieties, the interpretational restrictions associated to them,
and the division of labor between morphology, syntax, and the lexicon in the expres-
sion of subjects have inspired various kinds of cross-linguistic and typological general-
izations. While it is true that ambitious earlier claims about a categorical “pro-drop” or
“null subject”parameter (Burzio 1986;Rizzi 1986)havenotwithheld empirical scrutiny,
research aimed at refining the notion of null subject languages has considerably
fostered our knowledge about the extent, and the limits, of co-variation between
inflectionalmorphology and syntax (see contributions toBiberauer et al. 2010; Zimmer-
mann 2014;↗2 Subjects).

Second, the identification of unaccusative verbs, dating back to Perlmutter
(1978), has become highly influential in coming to grips with the interplay of subject
positions, semantic roles of subjects, the availability of passive and other impersonal
constructions, auxiliary selection, and past participle agreement (Loporcaro 1998;
↗2 Subjects;↗6 Voice and voice alternations;↗7 Auxiliaries).

Moving on from subjects to objects, a third research topic in which Romance
languageshaveplayedaprominent role is object andadverbial clitics. Their placement,
their sequencing and their co-occurrence, in some varieties, with co-indexed non-clitic
objects and adverbials, have figured prominently in generative work at least since
Kayne (1975) and Rizzi (1982) (↗5 Clitic pronouns). Positions adjacent to the verb are
also available for certain other, non-clitic adverbials, and for negating elements. There
are, however, certain differences between languages such as English and French,when
it comes to the ordering of auxiliaries, preverbal negation, adverbials such asalready or
its French counterpart déjà, and non-finite verbal forms such as past participles or
infinitives.

Such ordering properties led Pollock (1989) to propose a more articulate structure
for the functional category of Inflection. This “Split Inflection Hypothesis” set the scene
for a fourth topicof investigation, the relativeorder of verbsandadjacent syntacticunits,
in particular object clitics, non-clitic adverbs andnegators. Following upon this, Cinque
(1999) developed a particularly elaborate syntactic proposal in order to account for the
different positions available for different types of adverbs. His analysis is based to a
significant extent on data from Italian and French. Very soon, research went beyond
clauses with simple finite verbs to investigate linearization with complex verbal predi-
cates and infinitival verbs (↗8Causativeandperceptionverbs;↗10 Infinitival clauses).

Fifth, we should mention wh-movement, that is, the analysis of clauses which are
introduced by a wh-element as being derived by long-distance movement. This analy-
sis, originally developed by Ross (1967) and Chomsky (1977), has been instrumental in
gaining a better understanding of the regularities, and constraints, observable in
Romance wh-interrogatives and relative clauses (see ↗16 Interrogatives; ↗22 Relative
clauses).

Finally, data from Italian and French have also been adduced as evidence for
splitting up the clause-initial complementizer position intowhat has come to be known
as the “fine structure of the left periphery” since Rizzi (1997). By introducing additional
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functional structure above IP, the left periphery can accommodate elements related to
illocutionary force by virtue of a Force Phrase (ForceP), such as Sp. ojalá and Pt. oxalá
‘hopefully’. More generally, the establishment of a “cartography” of syntactic structure
at the left edges of syntactic units such as clauses and sentences has fostered research
into the syntax of non-declaratives (see↗16 Interrogatives;↗17 Exclamatives, impera-
tives, optatives). By the same token, syntactic cartography has also invited new reflec-
tions on the impact of information structure on syntactic linearization. The provision of
recursively available Topic projections (TopP), and of a (non-recursive) Focus projec-
tion (FocP), provide new avenues of research into preverbal constituents exhibiting
focus or topic properties (see ↗13 Dislocations and framings; ↗14 Focus Fronting).
Again, Romance languages and dialects have played a prominent role in cartographic
approaches to syntax (see in particular, contributions to Cinque 2002; 2006; Belletti
2004; Rizzi 2004; Benincà/Munaro 2011; Brugé et al. 2012; Shlonsky 2015). At the same
time, alternative, less articulate models of syntactic structure have also been proposed
on the basis of data from Romance. In particular, it has been argued that prosodic
structureneeds tobe taken into account inorder to account for the relationshipbetween
information structure and constituent orders in the left periphery of sentences (see,
Zubizarreta 1998; 2009 for Spanish, andCosta 2009 for Portuguese).

At least to some extent, the chapters in the present volume bear witness to the
diversity of approaches. In the next section, we will outline the overall structure of the
volume and briefly introduce the chapters one by one.

3 Structure, contents and leitmotifs of the volume

Thevolumeat handconsists of five parts. Following this introduction (Part I, Chapter 1),
it features chapters on topics related to the verbal domain (Part II, Chapters 2–9), the
syntax of clauses and sentences (Part III, Chapters 10–18), and the nominal domain
(Part IV, Chapters 19–22), before endingwith two chapters onmore general, typological
aspects (Part V, Chapters 23–24).

By verbal domain, we are referring to a syntactic domain that roughly corre-
sponds to the Tense Phrase (TP) in generative approaches, and to the French notion of
proposition and equivalent notions in other Romance languages. As might be ex-
pected, Part II comprises chapters devoted to subjects and object complements of
verbs (chapters 2 and 3, respectively). Several formal subtypes of verbal arguments
are distinguished. In addition, dependency relations, including valency and govern-
ment, as well as argument drop, agreement regularities and differential object mark-
ing (DOM) are discussed. Argument structures and argument structure alternations,
and their semantic effects, are presented in chapter 4. As already mentioned, clitic
pronouns have always attracted particular interest among Romance linguists. Their
inventories and placement properties form the subject of chapter 5. In chapter 6, the
syntactic expression of semantic arguments in passive and related constructions is
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investigated, and a number of semantic and information-structural properties of such
voice alternations are addressed. Auxiliary verbs, their inventories in Romance lan-
guages and dialects, the complex interplay of factors determining the choice of
auxiliaries in analytic perfect tenses, and past participle agreement regularities are
treated in chapter 7. Chapter 8 then provides information about the syntactic peculia-
rities of causative and perception verb constructions, which can display both mono-
clausal and biclausal properties. Part II concludes with chapter 9, on copular and
existential constructions, which feature a gamut of different syntactic formats, each of
which associated with specific interpretational characteristics.

As already mentioned, Part III scrutinizes the clausal and sentential domains, i.  e.,
issues related to what is called phrase in French, or Complementizer Phrase (CP) in
generative terms. In particular, several of the chapters in this part zoom in on
phenomena related to the left periphery in the sense of Rizzi (1997) and his followers.
The part opens with chapter 10 on infinitival clauses, both in syntactically embedded
contexts and as independent sentential units. Following up on this, chapter 11 moves
on to finite clauses and surveys the morphosyntactic categories of tense, aspect, and
mood (TAM). In Romance languages at least, these TAM categories turn out to be
intimately related. We chose to discuss these categories in Part III rather than in Part
II because at the level of morphosyntax and syntax, TAM features of a clause may
entertain a range of grammatical and semantic relations with those of other clauses,
thereby interacting at levels higher than their respective proposition or TP. Given that
TAM systems in Romance have constituted a hotspot of grammatical research for
many decades, the chapter will inevitably not be able to do full justice to all the
findings in all varieties of Romance, focusing instead to a large extent on French,
Italian, and Spanish. Next, chapter 12 presents basic facts about the expression of
negation in Romance languages, surveying the range of negative word items (or
“n-words”, for short) and Negative Polarity Items (“NPIs”). By NPI, we are referring to
linguistic expressions such as English at all which, while not carrying negative
semantics by themselves, are typically restricted to environments under the scope of
negation or other contexts of “scale reversal”. The chapter tackles cross-linguistic
differences in the expression of negation in Romance from both diachronic and
typological angles, by introducing the concept of the Jespersen Cycle, a showcase of
grammaticalization theory (see below). Different types of displacements to the left
periphery are introduced and analyzed in chapters 13 and 14. Chapter 13 first investi-
gates phenomena known as clitic left dislocations (CLLDs, for short), such as in Fr.
Mon voisin, il a toujours été comme ça (lit. ‘My neighbor, he has always been like that’),
before examining other types of “displacements” (or External Merge) in which consti-
tuents are analyzed as occurring outside the “core clause”. Simplifying somewhat, we
may say that dislocations and their likes tend to target constituents with topic proper-
ties, whereas a different set of rules and constraints applies for the fronting of focused
constituents to a left-peripheral position. The distribution of focus fronting, and the
interpretational characteristics associated to it, form the subject matter of chapter 14.
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Information structure has also been argued to motivate the existence of biclausal
syntactic formats such as Fr. C’est mon voisin qui est venu ‘It is my neighbor who came’
and Ce qu’il lui faut, c’est de l’argent ‘What he needs is money’. These structures,
known as clefts and pseudo-clefts, respectively, and some of their syntactic variants,
form the topic of chapter 15. The next two chapters shift the focus from information
structure to illocutionary force and its relation to syntax in sentence types such as
interrogatives (chapter 16), exclamatives, imperatives, and optatives (chapter 17). Last
but not least, chapter 18 studies coordination, distinguishing between copulative,
disjunctive, and adversative semantic types, and correlative constructions such as Fr.
Plus on mange, plus on a faim ‘The more you eat, the hungrier you get’. Coordinated
constituents and correlative clause pairs present interesting theoretical challenges to
syntactic theory, many of which are addressed in the course of the chapter.

The four chapters which make up Part IV explore aspects of the nominal domain
in Romance, i. e., the morphosyntax and syntax of determiner phrases (DPs) according
to the standard generative view. To begin with, chapter 19 describes the categories of
gender and number, and the morphosyntactic relations in which they engage. In
particular, the chapter details types of nominal plural marking found within the
Romance family, and develops a syntactic take on gender and number in DPs. Next,
chapter 20 studies different subclasses of determiners and quantifiers, surveying their
diachronic sources and their syntagmatic potential in modern Romance languages.
The two remaining chapters of Part IV explore various types of adnominal modifiers,
from adjectival and genitival ones (chapter 21) to relative clauses (chapter 22). Chap-
ter 21 pays particular attention to issues of linearization, making reference to semanti-
cally grounded ordering principles wherever appropriate. Chapter 22, in turn, presents
paradigms of relativizing elements found in Romance, and formulates a number of
generalizations about categories of relativizers, agreement facts, and the presence or
absence of resumptive elements inside the relative clause.

Finally, the two chapters in Part V seek to provide a broader typological perspec-
tive on the panoply of observations and findings presented in Parts II, III and IV.
Chapter 23 investigates the division of labor between morphology and syntax, in other
words, the degrees of analyticity (syntactic coding) or syntheticity (morphological
coding) found in Romance languages, and in their common ancestor Latin. Most
notably perhaps, this chapter critically assesses standard assumptions of a continu-
ous diachronic evolution towards innovative analytic modes of expressing grammati-
cal categories. The upshot of this discussion is that the changes observed can be more
insightfully related to a change in the relative ordering of heads and their modifiers
than to some inherent grammatical “drift” away from inflectional markings. To
conclude the volume, the relative orderings of major constituents, i. e., subjects, verbs
and objects, are discussed in chapter 24. As is well-known, subject–verb–object (SVO)
orders constitute the unmarked case in Romance declaratives featuring both a lexical
subject and a lexical object. However, other arrangements do occur, albeit with
language-specific restrictions. Specifically, the chapter investigates the constraints on
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OV and VS orders, capitalizing on information structure and discourse structure as
determinants of variation in the linear arrangement of major constituents.

While this tour d’horizonmay seem ambitious, the volume at hand cannot pretend
to offer comprehensive coverage of all topics worthy of a chapter-length treatment.8

In many ways, both the structure of the volume and the choice of contents reflect our
indebtedness to Oesterreicher’s (1996a,b) chapters on comparative Romance morpho-
syntax and syntax in the Lexikon der Romanistischen Linguistik (see Section 1).

In line with Oesterreicher (1996a), wemaintain that any analysis of morphosyntac-
tic categories in Romance languages needs to take into account the following areas of
semantics and pragmatics: reference to discourse participants (↗2 Subjects; ↗3 Ob-
jects), semantic roles (↗4 Argument structure and argument structure alternations;
↗21 Adjectival and genitival modification), deixis, definiteness, and quantity (↗20 De-
termination and quantification), temporal reference, aspectual perspectivization, and
modality (↗11 Tense, aspect, mood;↗17 Exclamatives, imperatives, optatives).

The way we conceive of syntax, in turn, is guided by Oesterreicher (1996b).
Syntactic encoding implies a selection and combination of lexical and grammatical
items. At the clausal and sentential levels, certain linear arrangements of major
constituents qualify as unmarked and “basic” (↗24 Basic constituent orders), under a
given mapping of semantic arguments onto syntactic roles determined by argument
structure and grammatical voice (↗4 Argument structure and argument structure
alternations;↗6 Voice and voice alternations). Additional provisions must be made to
account for the syntax of clauses featuring complex, non-finite and/or negated verbal
predicates (↗8 Causative and perception verbs; ↗10 Infinitival clauses; ↗12 Negation
and polarity), and predicates involving copular verbs (↗9 Copular and existential
constructions). The impact of information structure on syntax is particularly evident
in “non-basic” sentence variants, e.g. those involving “displacement” outside the core
clause, fronting to the left clausal periphery, and splitting up clauses into biclausal
cleft structures (↗13 Dislocations and framings; ↗14 Focus Fronting; ↗15 Cleft con-
structions). Syntactic movement operations are arguably also at play in clauses and
sentences headed by interrogative, exclamative or relative items (↗16 Interrogatives;
↗17 Exclamatives, imperatives, optatives;↗22 Relative clauses).

It follows that issues related to the interfaces that syntax entertains with both
semantics and information structure recur throughout many chapters. However, the
volume cannot attempt systematic descriptions of these interfaces. Instead, we refer
the interested reader to the Manual of Grammatical Interfaces in Romance (Fischer/
Gabriel 2016), another volume from theManuals of Romance Linguistics series.

8 In particular, onemay regret the absence of chapters specifically dedicated to adverbs and adverbial
modification, both within the verbal and in “higher” clause and sentence level domains. Other lacunae
we need to acknowledge include prepositional phrases, finite subordination and non-finite clausal

units other than infinitival clauses, such as participial and gerundial constructions, as well as a chapter
specifically dedicated to agreement facts.
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A second leitmotiv which cross-cuts the volume at hand is diachrony. Chapter 6,
for example, devotes an entire section to the re-organization of grammatical voice
from Latin to Early Romance. In a similar vein, chapter 7 starts out with an outline of
the uses of Latin HABEREHABERE ‘have’ and ESSEESSE ‘be’ and their historical evolution as auxili-
aries from Latin to Romance, before taking stock of auxiliary systems found in modern
Romance languages and dialects. Auxiliarization is a subcase of grammaticalization,
a cover term to designate grammatical changes in which individual linguistic units,
and sequences of them, evolve from autonomous lexical and syntactic codings
towards less variable, and ultimately rigid grammatical and morphological structures.
The literature on grammaticalization is vast (see Narrog/Heine 2011; Detges/Waltereit
2016 for concise overviews). The grammatical changes observed in the evolution from
Latin to Romance have always occupied center stage in the field, a fact almost
inevitably reflected in this volume. Chapter 12, on negation, likewise insists on long-
term diachronic trends, and on cyclical change instantiated by the famous “Jespersen
Cycle”, going from simple to reinforced and back to simple expressions of negation
(for cyclical change in general, see Gelderen 2009; 2011; 2016). Chapter 18, on
coordination, traces the historical fate of formal coordinating devices from Latin into
Romance, and chapter 19 and 20 do the same for categories and exponents of gender
and number, and for Romance determiners and their Latin sources, respectively.
Finally, diachrony looms large in chapters 23 and 24. Both chapters offer a survey of
changes in inflectional morphology and syntax, and some critical remarks on tradi-
tional attempts at explaining why these changes occurred. Again, however, we need
to emphasize that exhaustive coverage of historical Romance morphosyntax and
syntax is beyond the scope of a single-volume handbook which is dedicated to the
modern Romance varieties in the first place.

Last not least, the micro- and macro-variation observable within Romance has
always been a privileged object of study for morphologists and syntacticians with an
interest in linguistic typology (see Iliescu 2003; Jacob 2003; Ramat/Ricca 2016). There-
fore, typological parameters and classifications constitute a third recurrent theme of
this volume. In particular, a number of Romance linguists have argued for systematic
correlations between different grammatical properties, with the ultimate aim of estab-
lishing more holistic types, and a typologically insightful classification of Romance
varieties. Perhaps the most far-reaching claims were formulated by Körner (1987), who
postulated the existence of two fundamental syntactic types in Romance, viz., “accu-
sative” or “de-languages” such as French, and “ergative” or “a-languages” such as
Spanish. In order to substantiate his claim, Körner adduces a range of phenomena
which, ideally at least, should serve to establish the proposed dichotomy: In contrast
to de-languages, a-languages exhibit differential object marking (DOM; see Bossong
1991; 1998; ↗3 Objects), clitic doubling (↗3 Objects; ↗5 Clitic pronouns), datives as
agents of embedded infinitives (↗8 Causative and perception verbs; ↗10 Infinitival
clauses), and inflected infinitives (↗10 Infinitival clauses). De-languages, in turn, are
characterized by “partitive” articles (↗20 Determination and quantification), and past
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participle agreement in compound tenses (↗3 Objects; ↗7 Auxiliaries). Proposals
such as Körner’s are certainly inspiring. Having said that, many chapters in this
volume show that the actual range of syntactic variation between Romance varieties
is considerably greater, especially when not only standard varieties, but also dialects
are taken into account. Over the last decades, a number of more modest, but at the
same time more “robust” correlative generalizations have been formulated, and
explanatory accounts have been proposed.

On a more general level, the advancement of typological research has also given
rise to reflections about whether or not there is such a thing as a global “Romance
type”. Posner (1996, 35) dismisses phonetic and phonological features as defining
“Romanceness” and surmises that the best candidate for identifying a specifically
Romance type of languages might be the lexicon. Indeed, a substantial number of
lexical items are “shared” by many, or even all Romance languages. At the same time,
many of these very same lexical items have also been borrowed into other languages,
such as Albanian, Basque, and English. In morphosyntax and syntax, by contrast, a
set of features does seem to exist which makes up a “typically Romance” language.
This feature set should probably include binary systems of nominal gender (↗19 Gen-
der and number; see Loporcaro forthcoming for a full-fledged account), certain
recurring distributions of allomorphs in verb paradigms (cf. the notion of “N-pattern”
in Maiden 2016), the grammaticalization of the definite article stemming from a Latin
demonstrative (ILLEILLE or IPSEIPSE), as well as items of the “functional lexicon”, such as other
types of determiners, clitics and full pronouns (↗5 Clitic pronouns; ↗20 Determina-
tion and quantification; see Posner 1996, 35–96 for a more comprehensive discus-
sion). A number of chapters in this volume offer such global typological perspectives
on Romance, by comparing features of Romance morphosyntax and syntax with those
found in languages beyond the Romance language family. As we said at the begin-
ning, Romance languages are obviously related – yet pinpointing their grammatical
relatedness in typological terms will probably remain an intriguing enterprise for
generations of linguists to come.
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